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($64–78). It is difficult to explain why these
costs vary so much. The main diff e re n c e
is in the costs of re f resher training (not
shown), although policies re g a rding re-
f resher training are the same in all thre e
p rograms. Some combination of the fol-
lowing factors may also contribute to the
variation: FPU may incur higher costs for
venues, travel and per diem, and may
have smaller class sizes, than the other
p rograms. Training costs of supervisors
per agent are far higher for FPU ($80) than
for SDA ($8). FPU supervisors spend only
40% of their time supervising agents;
t h e re f o re, more supervisors must be
trained for FPU to have a training cover-
age rate similar to that in other pro g r a m s .
Also, only FPU provides re f resher train-
ing for supervisors. UMATI supervisors
are selected from among agents, so there
are no additional training costs.

Total costs per agent are far lower in
U M ATI than in the other two pro g r a m s
( Table 3). In fact, the cost per agent in
UMATI ($155) is only slightly more than
25% of the cost per agent in FPU ($558),
even though payments to agents are high-
er in UMATI than in FPU. Furthermore ,
total per-agent costs at SDA ($701) are
only about 25% higher than those at FPU,
even though SDA’s per-agent compensa-
tion is more than 10 times that of FPU.
Thus, a program that makes only small
payments to its agents will not necessar-
ily have the lowest total cost per agent,
and a program that spends a lot on agent
compensation may not have commensu-
rately higher costs per agent.

Output per Agent
Not unexpectedly, the annual number of
visits per agent is by far highest (425) in
the SDA program, in which agents are

full-time, salaried work-
ers (Table 4). FPU and
U M ATI agents make
105 and 132 visits per
y e a r, re s p e c t i v e l y.
(These numbers rise to
113 and 143, re s p e c t i v e-
l y, when adjusted for
gender diff e rences.) In
addition to re m u n e r a-
tion policies, location
may explain some of the
d i ff e rence in the number
of visits made by SDA
workers and others,
since SDA agents work
in urban areas, while
most agents in the other
two programs work in
rural areas.†
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training sessions, but the costs of these staff
a re not available and are excluded from 
the analysis.

Data on the output variable—agents’ vis-
i t s — w e re obtained from the headquarters
of each program. The annual number of
visits produced by each program was di-
vided by the number of active agents in the
same period to calculate the average annual
number of visits per agent. (The annual
number of CBD agents was adjusted to ac-
count for agents who did not work for the
e n t i re year—agents who dropped out or
who received their initial training during,
and not at the beginning of, the year. )

Results
Cost per Agent
SDA agents receive compensation total-
ing US$398—about nine times the total re-
ceived by UMATI workers and 12 times
that received by FPU agents (Table 3).

Total per-agent payments to supervisors
also are higher in SDA ($239) than in FPU
($214) or UMATI ($33*). However, while su-
pervisors’ salaries are higher in SDA than
in FPU (not shown), the ratio of agents to
immediate supervisors is also higher in
SDA; as a result, supervisor costs are spre a d
over a greater number of agents, and su-
pervisors’ salaries and benefits, calculated
per agent, are 27% lower in SDA than in
FPU. Average travel costs per supervisor are
highest in SDA ($75, compared with $5–11
in the other programs), re flecting that are a
managers travel frequently because they are
responsible for a large number of agents.

Training costs per agent vary gre a t l y ;
total costs at FPU ($312) are substantially
higher than those at the other pro g r a m s

Effects of Remuneration Policies
Costs per visit are lowest in UMAT I ,
somewhat higher in SDA and far higher
in FPU (Figure 1, page 194). While SDA
has the highest number of visits per agent,
U M ATI has far lower costs per agent, so
it also has the most favorable cost-per- v i s i t
ratio. If only payments to agents are con-
s i d e red, then FPU has the lowest cost per
visit. However, when indirect effects are
taken into consideration, UMATI’s cost
per visit is the lowest.‡

While it seems intuitive that higher
agent compensation would lead to high-
er costs per visit, this often turns out not
to be true, as shown by the results of sim-
ulations assuming varying levels of
spending on training and supervision.
When the sum of training and supervision
costs is high (as in SDA), an increase in
compensation to agents leads to a reduc-

Ta ble 3. Av e r age annual cost per CBD agent, by program, accord i n g
to type of cost, 1995–1996 

Type of cost FPU* UMATI SDA

Total cost per agent $558.20 $155.49 $700.74

Payment to CBD agents 33.02 44.40 398.16
Salaries and benefits na na 341.04
In-kind payments 33.02 44.40 57.13

Payments to supervisors 213.55 32.80 238.98
Salaries and benefits 208.20 21.85 163.74
Travel costs 5.35 10.95 75.24

Training costs† 311.62 78.30 63.59
Agent 231.80 78.30 55.21
Immediate supervisor‡ 79.82 na 8.39

*1995 only. †Annu a l i zed over 10 years for initial training and over two years for refresher tra i n i n g .
‡Costs of training upper-level supervisors are excluded. Notes: Costs are shown in U.S. dol-
l a r s. For UMATI and SDA, costs are based on an ave rage of midyear exchange rates for 1995
and 1996 (US$1=561.5 Tanzanian shillings); for FPU, costs are based on the 1995 midyear
exchange rate (US$1=528 Tanzanian shillings). na=not applicabl e, because immediate su-
p e rvisors are specially trained agents, and for purposes of our analysis, we have treated them
as agents. Dollar amounts may not add to totals because of rounding.

Ta ble 4. Av e r age annual nu m b e rs of total visits,
CBD agents and visits per CBD agent, by
program, 1995–1996

Program Total Agents Visits per agent
visits* Actual Adjusted†

FPU‡ 41,495 396 105 113
UMATI 65,143 494 132 143
SDA 67,529 159 425 425

*Includes only visits in which a method is provided or a refe r ral fo r
family planning is made. †Adjusted assuming all CBD agents are
female. ‡1995 only.

*UMATI salaries for supervisors include only those for
h i g h e r-level supervisors, since immediate supervisors
receive only the same in-kind compensation as agents
do and their compensation is included in the line item
for agent compensation. If the salaries of the immediate
supervisors are included with those of the supervisors,
the cost per agent increases to $172.62.

†We compared areas selected from the Tanzania Demo-
graphic and Health Survey that were located in regions
with similar contraceptive prevalence levels, although
the districts for which the comparisons were made may
have diff e rent levels of contraceptive prevalence, unmet
need and population density. The comparisons were also
for districts in which programs were operating for at least
two years. The results for pairwise comparisons show
that the average number of visits in urban areas was far
higher for SDA agents than for agents from FPU or fro m
the Ministry of Health in Zanzibar. Also, the performance
of urban agents in the FPU program is not superior to that
of rural agents. In addition, the average number of vis-
its for rural agents is higher in the UMATI than in the FPU
program (source: reference 3).

‡We also compared the costs per couple-year of protec-
tion for the three programs. We found that these costs
w e re lowest in the SDA program ($5.69), slightly high-
er in UMATI ($6.23) and highest in FPU ($37.88). On av-
erage, SDA agents are more likely to provide pills than
condoms, and they provide more pills in a visit than do
agents in the other two programs. SDA’s advantage by
this measure is particularly surprising because its agents
make a higher proportion of visits in which referrals are
made and therefore contraceptives are not provided.




